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The dynamical behavior of a ring of six diffusively coupled Ro¨ssler circuits, with different coupling
schemes, is experimentally and numerically investigated using the coupling strength as a control
parameter. The ring shows partial synchronization and all the five patterns predicted analyzing the
symmetries of the ring are obtained experimentally. To compare with the experiment, the ring has
been integrated numerically and the results are in good qualitative agreement with the experimental
ones. The results are analyzed through the graphs generated plotting they variable of thei th circuit
versus the variabley of the j th circuit. As an auxiliary tool to identify numerically the behavior of
the oscillators, the three largest Lyapunov exponents of the ring are obtained. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1505811#

Synchronization of coupled nonlinear systems is ubiqui-
tous in nature. It has been observed in physical, chemical,
ecological, physiological systems among others. In spite of
these interesting results, very few experiments have been
done to explore the full complexity of this issue. Synchro-
nization is considered as the complete coincidence of the
states of the individual coupled identical systems regard-
less whether this state is periodic or chaotic. Besides this
full synchronization, it has been realized that also partial
synchronization may occur, i.e., some of the systems syn-
chronize with each other and others do not. When the
systems are not globally coupled but in a local manner as,
for instance, through its nearest neighbors, the partial
synchronization is observed in terms of spatial patterns.
The symmetry of the coupling determines the possible
spatial synchronization patterns. Different patterns may
be obtained changing the coupling strength. Thus due to
the simultaneous presence of a temporal chaotic behavior
and spatial patterns, the arrangement of locally coupled
systems is well suited for the study of spatio-temporal
complexity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Synchronization in chaotic coupled systems has been the
focus of recent research. Different systems have been studied
in the search of models of spatiotemporal chaotic behavior in
a large range of systems in physics, biology, chemistry, phy-
sioneurology, etc. It has been well known that these systems

synchronize since the early work of Heagyet al.,1 but it was
only recently that spatio-temporal coherent patterns were
found not only when the single oscillators are in the periodic
state, but also chaotic. Recently we looked at a ring of cha-
otic Rössler oscillators, and we showed that it presents par-
tial synchronization, with a series of stable patterns static as
well as dynamic, such as a rotating wave.2,3 In particular, we
had proposed to ourselves to look for all the symmetries
associated with a group of six oscillators in a ring, which
have been discussed amply in the literature for the case of
periodic motion.4–7 Belykh et al.8 studied the stability of par-
tially synchronous oscillations of diffusive coupled dynami-
cal systems. They investigated the instabilities of the syn-
chronization manifold and showed that they were due to the
existence of transverse stable manifolds which will give rise
to the appearance of partial synchronization. Even when the
problem is essentially the same, there is a clear difference in
their approach and ours. While we had assumed that a pat-
tern, determined by group theoretical analysis, exists, search
for it, and study its stability, Belykhet al. had looked for the
possibility of having partial synchronization, as a breakdown
of the stability of the full synchronization manifold, which
give rise to stable transverse manifolds.

The success of these results prompts us to look for an
experimental setup with the same conditions where we could
search for the patterns that we had predicted. In this work we
present it and analyze it numerically. In Sec. II, we discuss
the notion of partial synchronization and the patterns avail-
able for the system under consideration. In Sec. III we
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present the experimental setup. In Sec. IV we compare and
discuss the experimental and the numerical results, and in
Sec. V we present the conclusions.

II. PARTIAL SYNCHRONIZATION

Let us consider a system ofN Rössler oscillators, placed
on a ring with nearest neighbors diffusive couplings, given
by

dxi

dt
52~yi1zi !1e~xi 211xi 1122xi !,

dyi

dt
5xi1ayi1e~yi 211yi 1122yi !,

dzi

dt
5b1zi~xi2c!1e~zi 211zi 1122zi !,

xN115x1 , yN115y1 , zN115z1 . ~1!

A simple analysis based on the topology of the structure
shows that a system ofN oscillators on a ring has the fol-
lowing symmetries:~a! it is invariant to the exchange be-
tween clockwise and counterclockwise direction due to the
symmetric coupling,~b! Eq. ~1! satisfies spatial permuta-
tional symmetries, i.e., they are invariant under the exchange
r i⇔r j . Any breaking from these symmetries must happen
spontaneously.2

We shall restrict our discussion to the case of six oscil-
lators placed on a ring in the order ofi 51,2,3,4,5,6 with 7
being identical to 1, each place on the ring oscillates with a
given power spectrum, which we call state. There arem56
possible states. In Ref. 9 we studied the possible arrange-
ments or patterns4 and their stability, and established that the
possible partially synchronized states are:
m51: it corresponds to full synchronization, it has been
given extensive attention in the literature.1,10–13

m52: in this case the six oscillators divide into two clusters,
where a cluster is defined by a subset withn elements with
r i(t)5r j (t), for i and j in the same cluster. Representing
one cluster state bya and the other byb, there are two and
only two topologically distinct patterns:$ababab% and
$aabaab%.
m53: in this case there are also only two allowed patterns:
$abbacc% and$abcabc%.
m54: there is only one partially synchronized state,
$abcbad%.
There is no pattern form55, for a system of six oscillators,
and m56 corresponds to the case when all oscillators be-
have independently. Their instabilities are determined by the
largest Lyapunov exponent transverse to the corresponding
partially synchronized manifold.

In the abovementioned reference9 we made an exhaus-
tive study proving the existence and the stability of those
symmetries for a system of Ro¨ssler oscillators. Later on we
also showed that a rotating wave, a spatio-temporal pattern
predicted by group theoretical analysis in single oscillator-
periodic state, also exists in chaotic systems.3 In the next

section we present measurements performed on a system of
oscillators, which we shall compare with numerical predic-
tions in Sec. IV.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental system under investigation consists of
six Rössler oscillators on a ring with diffusive coupling.
Each oscillator is represented by the circuit shown in Fig. 1.
Applying Kirchhoff’s laws and the ‘‘golden rules’’14 for the
operational amplifiers, this experimental setup can be cast
into the form

dx

dt
52a~Gx1by1lz!,

dy

dt
5a~x1gy!, ~2!

dz

dt
5da~g~x!2z!,

where the nonlinearity in the circuit is the piecewise linear
function g(x),

g~x!5H 0, if x,2.56

m~x22.56!, if x>2.56.
~3!

These equations represent a modified version of the Ro¨ssler
equations~1!, where the quadratic nonlinearity is replaced by
g(x) and where the equation for the variablex contains an
additional damping term. The parameters in Eq.~2! are de-
termined by the values of the resistors and capacitors in the
circuit of Fig. 1 and are given in Table I.

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for a single Ro¨ssler oscillator. We choseC1

5C25C35220 pF and R15100 kV, R25200 kV, R352 MV, R4

575 kV, R6510 kV, R75100 kV, R8510 kV, R9568 kV, R10

5150 kV, andR125100 kV. R5 andR11 are variable resistors, their values
are adjusted to obtain different outputs from the circuit. The diode is a
BA316 and the operational amplifiers are TL072. The resistors have 1%
tolerance and the capacitors have 5% tolerance.

186 Chaos, Vol. 13, No. 1, 2003 Heisler et al.
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This circuit has already been employed in experimental
investigations concerning synchronization of oscillators15

mainly due to the following properties: it is easy to assemble
and therefore to reproduce it to have several ‘‘identical’’ cir-
cuits, it is well behaved in the sense that it presents, besides
periodic attractors, just a single chaotic attractor for the ex-
plored parameter region. In fact, as control parameter in a
single oscillator we chose the parameterm, which gives the
slope of the inclined straight segment forx>2.56 in the
piecewise linear function of Eq.~3!. Decreasing the value of
the resistorR11 (m}1/R11) we obtain a bifurcation diagram
displaying a period doubling cascade to chaos and inside the
chaotic regime we see also windows of period 3, 5, 7, etc. In
the following analysis we consider two initial behaviors for a
single Rössler oscillator:~a! a periodic attractor~period 2!
whenR5515 kV andR115113 kV ~typical values!, and~b!
a chaotic attractor~two small chaotic bands! when R5

515 kV and R11570 kV ~typical values!. The trajectories
are shown in Fig. 2.

A few comments about the functiong(x) defined by Eq.
~3! are in order. The replacement of the nonlinearityzx in
Eq. ~1! by g(x) is very convenient from an experimental
point of view since then there is no need for the always
troublesome multiplication of two signals, as should be done
for the original Ro¨ssler system. The piecewise linear func-
tion is generated considering an ideal diode, therefore acting
as a switch in the circuit. When the diode is in the non-
conducting state,g(x)50, and when it is in the conducting
state,g(x)5m(x22.56). The value of 2.56 comes out from
the fact that we use a silicon diode~considering a break-
point voltageVo50.69 V) and that the circuit is fed with a
612 V power supply. The abrupt switching model of the
diode is not exactly followed in the experiment. Thus, the
resulting small quantitative discrepancies between model and
experiment may be important when comparing the experi-
mental results with those obtained numerically. We observe a
better qualitative agreement between model and experiment
for largeR11 values. In fact, the two initial behaviors consid-
ered for a single oscillator (R115113 kV andR11570 kV)
haveR11 values large enough to support a good qualitative
agreement with the numerical analysis. Due to the above-
mentioned small discrepancies, when we employ in the nu-
merical calculations the same values forR11 as those used in
the experimental setup we do not reproduce the experimental
dynamical behavior. To overcome this drawback we search
for different values ofR11 in the numerical analysis such that

the numerical dynamical behavior matches the experimental
one. The result is shown in Fig. 2.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON
WITH NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

The oscillators described in the previous section were
arranged on a ring with diffusive coupling in three different
configurations, or coupling schemes. They are shown in Figs.
3–5 and we call them scheme 1, 2, and 3, respectively. In
them the coupling term2e(xi 211xi 1122xi) is always the
same and therefore the group symmetry,Dn , was preserved
for all schemes.4 The difference among them resides in how
this signal is injected into each of the six oscillators. The
bold arrows in the figures indicate the position where the
circuits are modified to produce the desired connection
scheme. Throughout the experiment the componentsR1 , R2 ,
R3 , R4 , R6 , R7 , R8 , R9 , R10, R12, C1 , C2 , andC3 were
kept constant, independent of the kind of connection of the
coupling term.

We proceed now with the experimental study and the
numerical analysis of coupling schemes 1, 2, and 3. Our
control parameter is the coupling strengthe and we adopt the
following experimental procedure: beginning frome50 we
increasee smoothly until we reach a synchronization pattern.
Regarding the values ofe for which the patterns do exist, we
observe that each pattern has a basin of attraction, i.e., a
pattern may exist for a certaine interval. Then for ane inside
the basin of attraction of the pattern into consideration, we

TABLE I. Parameters of the modified Ro¨ssler system given by the circuit
components.

a5
R6

R5R7C2
G5

1

aC1R3

b5
1

aC1R1
l5

1

aC1R2

g5
R5

R4
m5

R10R12

R8R11

d5
R5R7C2

R6R12C3

FIG. 2. The black solid lines represent the experimental result for~a! period
2 attractor for a single circuit withR5515 kV and R115113 kV, and ~b!
chaotic attractor forR5515 kV andR11570 kV. The white circles repre-
sent the corresponding numerical results using for~a! R5515 kV andR11

5150 kV and for ~b! R5515 kV andR115120 kV.
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held it constant for the time necessary to perform all mea-
surements to characterize the pattern. Thereafter we keep on
increasinge until the next synchronization pattern is estab-
lished and then proceed in the same way further on. There-
fore the initial state for a given measure is, theoretically, that
of the pattern observed previously. In this manner we report
all experimental synchronization patterns seen for each cou-
pling scheme. The identification of the experimental patterns
is done only by visual inspection. We have noa priori
knowledge of thee values for which there are patterns nei-
ther how the stability of the patterns evolve whene is
changed. This issue is strongly dependent on the choice of
the parameters (R5 and R11) for each oscillator. Therefore
we restrict our investigation to two sets of parameters in the
experiment:R5515 kV and R115113 kV ~periodic evolu-
tion for each isolated oscillator! and R5515 kV and R11

570 kV ~chaotic evolution for each isolated oscillator!. In
order to compare with numerical results we have to take into
account that, as already mentioned, there are small quantita-

tive discrepancies between model and experiment. We search
for numerical patterns that are dynamically equivalent to the
experimental ones. Thus the numerical value ofe is not in
exact correspondence with the obtained experimentally for a
certain pattern.

A. Coupling scheme 1

When the oscillators are connected as shown in Fig. 3
the equations representing the system are written as

dxi

dt
52a~G@xi2e~xi 211xi 1122xi !#1byi1lzi !,

dyi

dt
5a~@xi2e~xi 211xi 1122xi !#1gyi !,

dzi

dt
5da~g~@xi2e~xi 211xi 1122xi !# !2zi !,

xN115x1 , yN115y1 , zN115z1 . ~4!

SettingR5515 kV andR115113 kV, the state of the single,
noninteracting oscillator is period 2, as shown in Fig. 2~a!. In
the same figure we show the superposition of the experimen-
tal and numerical trajectory. With these initial conditions we
have experimentally observed the patterns$abcabc% for e
50.25, $abbacc% for e50.26, $ababab% for e50.36 and
0.93, $aabaab% for e50.43 and 0.46,$abcbad% for e
50.58 and 0.67. A given state of the ring can be analyzed
through the graphs generated by plotting they variable of the
i th oscillator versus they of the j th oscillator~the choice of
they variable is arbitrary, similar results are obtained withx
or z). Each plot has its axes labeled with a numberi or j
51,2,...,6 identifying each of the six circuits. The lengths of
the axes correspond to 3 V~remember that the variablesx,
y, and z are voltages in the circuit!. Oscillators with the
same behavior are labeled with a letter (a, b, etc.!. The letter
associated with each set of identical oscillators is arbitrary;
the presence of different labels characterizes a spatial struc-
ture in the ring. In Figs. 6~a!, 7~a!, 8~a!, 9~a!, and 10~a!, we
can observe the patterns obtained experimentally. Notice that
for some cases the synchronization is quite neat, while in
some others, such as Fig. 10~a!, it is noisy.

FIG. 5. Coupling scheme 3. The stages~a! and~b! are the same as in Fig. 3.
The coupling term is injected into thei th oscillator through resistorRx by
subtracting it from the first equation.

FIG. 3. Coupling scheme 1. For thei th oscillator, in stage~a! the variablex
is subtracted from thex values of both nearest neighbors and then the
respective results are summed. In~b! this sum is multiplied by the desired
coupling strength. Finally in~c! the resulting coupling term is injected into
the i th oscillator by subtracting it from the variablex in all equations.

FIG. 4. Coupling scheme 2. The stages~a! and~b! are the same as in Fig. 3.
In ~c! the coupling term is injected into thei th oscillator by subtracting it
from the variablex in the two last equations.

188 Chaos, Vol. 13, No. 1, 2003 Heisler et al.
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A numerical analysis, using Eq.~4! show equivalent
states. In Fig. 11 we show the three largest Lyapunov expo-
nents numerically obtained, which helps us to identify
whether the evolution of each oscillator in a given pattern is

periodic or chaotic. We usedR5515 kV and R11

5150 kV, while the values ofe are shown in the corre-
sponding figures. We calculated the Lyapunov exponents in
three different modalities: with random initial conditions,

FIG. 6. For coupling scheme 1:~a! experimental$abcabc% pattern,e50.25 and~b! numerical$abcabc% pattern,e50.17. The initial state of a single
oscillator is period 2.

FIG. 7. For coupling scheme 1:~a! experimental$abbacc% pattern,e50.26 and~b! numerical$abbacc% pattern,e50.23. The initial state of a single
oscillator is period 2.
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starting from the previous state, increasing as well as de-
creasing the coupling strength. The results are slightly differ-
ent. As mentioned above, the experimental measurements
were taken increasing the interaction strength, while starting
from the previous state. Even so, we chose to compare with

the calculations made with random initial conditions. The
interference with the system while the measurements were
performed, cannot guarantee that the evolution of the system
has indeed started from the measured pattern. Other sources
of inaccuracy are the determination ofR11 and the function

FIG. 8. For coupling scheme 1:~a! experimental$ababab% pattern,e50.36 and~b! numerical$ababab% pattern,e50.25. The initial state of a single
oscillator is period 2.

FIG. 9. For coupling scheme 1:~a! experimental$aabaab% pattern,e50.46 and~b! numerical$aabaab% pattern,e50.48. The initial state of a single
oscillator is period 2.
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g(x), for which we have used a piecewise linear function,
following Heagyet al.,15 and of course the value of the cou-
pling constant.

Comparing the experimental results with the theoretical
ones, which are shown side by side in Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10,
respectively~a! and ~b!, we notice that the similarity of the
figures is quite striking. When we compare these results with
other patterns where we notice that the resolution is quite
good, we may say that the pattern we see is in a partially
semisynchronized state. In the case of the patterns
$ababab% and $aabaab%, the numerical results have the
cluster statesa andb very near to each other, and they be-
come difficult to separate. But, the precision of the calcula-
tion tells us that they are indeed two clusters.

Then we change the values ofR5515 kV and R11

570 kV, for which each isolated oscillator is chaotic, the
trajectory is shown in Fig. 2~b!, together with that calculated
numerically for our choice of the nonlinear functiong(x).
Notice that again they are the same, which allows us to set
the values of the parameters for the numerical calculations.
The determination of these values is also helped by the graph
of the largest Luyapunov exponent~Fig. 11! and the bifurca-
tion diagram, not shown here. In this case we have been able
to see experimentally only the pattern$ababab% for e
50.80 and full synchronization ate50.56, which are shown
in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively, together with the numerical
calculation. For this particular scheme we could say that
there is no doubt that the patterns predicted theoretically
have been seen experimentally.

B. Coupling scheme 2

For this scheme the point of connection between oscil-
lators is shown in Fig. 4, and the system is determined by the
equations,

dxi

dt
52a~Gxi1byi1lzi !,

dyi

dt
5a~@xi2e~xi 211xi 1122xi !#1gyi !,

dzi

dt
5da~g~@xi2e~xi 211xi 1122xi !# !2zi !,

xN115x1 , yN115y1 , zN115z1 . ~5!

FIG. 10. For coupling 1 scheme:~a! experimental$abcbad% pattern,e50.58 and~b! numerical$abcbad% pattern,e50.59. The initial state of a single
oscillator is period 2.

FIG. 11. The three largest Lyapunov exponents for the six oscillators
coupled through scheme 1;R5515 kV andR115150 kV.
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The values selected for the variable resistors were:R5

519.9 kV andR115179.1 kV, which correspond to an ini-
tial state of period 2. The patterns observed were$abcabc%
for e50.13 and$ababab% for e50.56. They are shown in
Figs. 14 and 15, side by side with those calculated numeri-
cally. As you can see, again the similarity is large.

C. Coupling scheme 3

We change the structure of the connection in the upper
part of the circuit, as seen in Fig. 5, and the connectivity is
changed without changing the symmetry of the systems of
oscillators. The corresponding equations are

FIG. 12. For coupling scheme 1:~a! experimental$ababab% pattern,e50.80 and~b! numerical$ababab% pattern,e50.57. The initial state of a single
oscillator is chaotic.

FIG. 13. For coupling scheme 1:~a! experimental$aaaaaa% pattern,e50.56 and~b! numerical$aaaaaa% pattern,e50.31. The initial state of a single
oscillator is chaotic.
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dxi

dt
52a~Gxi1byi1lzi !1h~xi 211xi 1122xi !,

dyi

dt
5a~xi1gyi !,

dzi

dt
5da~g~xi !2zi !,

xN115x1 , yN115y1 , zN115z1 . ~6!

In this setup the coupling constant is given byh[e/C1Rx ,
where the coupling resistor has the valueRx5100 kV. The
values selected for the variable resistors wereR5515 kV
and R11570 kV, for which each isolated oscillator is cha-
otic. In this case no patterns were observed except full syn-
chronization fore50.4 and above. Since this case is the
most obvious one, we are not showing it here. We believe the
low value of the coupling constant to be the main reason for
not finding partial synchronization, since in that region the

FIG. 14. For coupling scheme 2:~a! experimental$abcabc% pattern,e50.13 and~b! numerical$abcabc% pattern,e50.04. The initial state of a single
oscillator is period 2.

FIG. 15. For coupling scheme 2:~a! experimental$ababab% pattern,e50.56 and~b! numerical$ababab% pattern,e50.15. The initial state of a single
oscillator is period 2.
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noise masks most of the measurements. The experimental
data do not compare with the fully resolved patterns pre-
sented in the other schemes.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have presented experimental evidence
of the existence of partial synchronization in a system of
coupled circuits, modelled by Ro¨ssler oscillators. The cir-
cuits are placed in a ring with symmetric nearest neighbor
interaction, corresponding to theDn symmetry described by
Golubitskyet al.4 All the allowed patterns for the given sym-
metry have been seen experimentally, when the system starts
with the individual circuits in a periodic state. We have seen
only some of the patterns when starting in the chaotic state.
In both cases, when increasinge, numerically we find a ma-
jor number ofe intervals corresponding to partial synchroni-
zation than in the experiment. In part this is due to small
discrepancies between the experiment and the model, which
also account for the inexistence of an exact coincidence of
the value ofe for an experimentally seen pattern and a nu-
merically calculated one. Nevertheless it was possible to find
numerically patterns that are dynamically in good qualitative
agreement with the experimental ones such that, regarding
their e values, they are ordered in the same way. We believe
that the main cause for not finding some allowed patterns in
the experiment is due to the noise always present in an ex-
periment and that was not considered in the numerical analy-
sis. When the coupling term is summed to thex variable
~coupling schemes 1 and 2!, then even a very small amount
of noise plays an important role as it may be amplified by the
nonlinear functiong(x). Besides the noise, the inaccuracy in
the determination of the parameters as well asg(x) are also
responsible for the lower number of experimental patterns
compared to those calculated numerically. Furthermore we
have also to consider that some patterns may coexist with

other stable patterns and that they usually have small basins
of attraction. Therefore these patterns certainly are difficult
to be found experimentally. For numerical simulation we can
always find them by properly choosing the initial conditions,
but for experiments the initial conditions cannot be well con-
trolled. In spite of this, we have shown the existence of par-
tial synchronization both in the periodic as well as in the
chaotic regime, but we believe, further experiments, with a
more accurate setup, should be used to fine tune the scan-
ning.
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